Professional Development Committee Meeting

August 27, 2021
9:00 – 10:00 am

Notes

Attendees: Carlos Maruri, Jason Mayfield, Cynthia Mosqueda, Joan Thompson, Teresa Aldredge, Efren Rangel, Kandace Knudson, Rene Lozano, and Sara Nieves-Lucas
Absent: Maria Garcia
Staff: Lidia Stoian

Members reviewed our committee purpose:

- FACCC’s Professional Development Committee’s purpose is to provide members with meaningful, timely, and engaging opportunities to expand their knowledge and skills.
- Lidia will update website description

Returning to Campus Event:
Date: October 1, 2021
Time: 12:00 - 1:30pm
Title: Returning to Campus: Evolving Community College Practice in the Age of Covid-19
Website Description: As community colleges return to in-person instruction and services, faculty are searching for strategies, techniques, and insight about how to safely return to campus work. The webinar will cover various scenarios and discuss strategies districts are using to ensure everyone’s safety. The information presented will be based on what we currently know and understand about the COVID-19 outbreak.
Format: interactive webinar.
Registration will open today

Goals of the webinar will be to discuss the following topics:

- Mandated vaccinations
  - Steps taken for mandate approval
  - Union issues
  - SSCCC stance
- Safety measures/Campus protocols
  - Union issues
  - Enforcement of rules
Possible speakers:

- **Marian Edelbrock, PhD Miramar College, SDCCD, Mental Health Counseling** (would be able to lead the discussion about mental health aspects faculty can consider for themselves and others.)
- Union rep: Belinda Lum, LRCFT chief negotiator LumB@scc.losrios.edu | Carlos will send invite
- Representative from SSCCC - Lidia will send invite
- HSACCC - Carlos will send invite
- Someone from Mt. Sac - Cynthia will send invite

Next meeting is September 10, 2021 at 9:00 am